Abstract-A recurrent continuous time Hopfield network is rigorously designed to find the K largest elements in a list of currents. Simple formulae link the given parameters (as list separation and the processing time) with computed constants (as gain of amplifiers and interconnection conductance). The results unveil ways of improving circuit performances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sorting the K largest elements from a longer list is a fundamental operation in data processing. The analog solution relies on the huge parallelism of neural circuits. In this respect, the recurrent (or Hopfield type) neural networks, started in [1] and quickly found applications in KW T A sorting [2] , [3] , [4] , [20] . Recently, in [5] , [6] , [21] - [24] the KW T A operation has been transformed into an optimization problem which, in turn, was solved by a continuous time recurrent network. Other KW T A algorithms of discrete time type can be found in [7] - [11] . Concrete hardware realizations can be found in [12] , [13] and [18] . The K = 1 case has a larger bibliography, see [17] and [19] .
Our work continues the preoccupations in [14] - [17] toward a rigorous theory and design of a KW T A machine processing efficiently an uninterrupted sequence of lists. The elements of each list are electric currents and they are admitted and treated simultaneously (or "in parallel") by the circuit. After processing one list, the network needs resetting, [17] , and then a new list is admitted. We search for analytical relations between circuit and list parameters such that a synthesis procedure can lead to a network with feasible parameters and sorting large lists in a short time. The main theoretical result is in Theorem 1 (Section III), which gives inequality type constraints to obtain a KW T A asymptotically stable steady state. Its binary KW T A splitting can be "read" at an imposed time when the transients surpass a ± threshold. Section IV builds a design scenario with given and computed parameters related by simple formulae. Section V discusses the results and give some numerical tests. 
II. FUNDAMENTALS
To fulfill this task, our network in Figure 1 with outputs 
, z ∈ (0, 1] expresses how crowded the d i -s are comparing to the uniform distribution distance. Each cell sends a negative feedback to all other cell inputs. With p the interconnection conductance and l = (N − 1) p, with C the total capacitance at each input and with M a bias current, the circuit is described by
By denoting u ij (t) = u i (t) − u j (t) and similarly for v ij and d ij , from (1) we get
The steady states of components u i (t) and v i (t) are denoted by u i and v i respectively, and obviously v i = mg (λu i ) and
Also, we immediately get
where u ij = u i − u j and v ij alike.
III. THEORY

Lemma 1:
In what follows we suppose d σ(i) > d σ(i+1) all over, and, for simplicity, we write "i" instead of "σ (i)" as list or voltage indices. Thus, the list is ordered as
and, by virtue of Lemma 1 we search for conditions assuring
Due to v i = mg (λu i ), (6) is equivalent with
Here ξ is the KW T A threshold, related with β by ξ = mg (λβ). We are looking for ξ ≥ 0.99m which, together with −m < v i < m assures the binary KW T A result
We denote
We also put T p = the first moment when v K (T p ) ≥ ξ and v K+1 (T p ) ≤ −ξ. Due to Lemma 1, this means that at T p we have exactly the KW T A splitting of steady state (6) or (7) . At this moment the transient process can be halt and the result can be read.
Theorem 1: If the following restriction are met
λ > max 
where β < β 1 < ∆ 2l has been used. Thus v K+j < −ξ for j ∈ 1, N − K. Now we take the K−th equation in (3), split the sum of
v K+j , and derive
This contradicts M > M 1 and shows that v K > ξ.
Further on, we consider the K +1−th equation from (3) and use the above proven v 1 > v 2 > · · · > v K > ξ and v j > −m for j > K, as well. We obtain
which is exactly v K+1 < −ξ. Next we deal with the stability issue and observe that the Jacobian of the system (1) computed in u i , i ∈ 1, N can be written as J = −AQ where
We can show that A is positive definite if λ > λ 2 . This proves the negativity of real parts of eigenvalues of J [25] .
Finally, from (2) written for i = K and j = K + 1 we derive
for any t ∈ (0, ∞). If T p is the stopping time, then we have to impose u K,K+1 (T p ) > 2β. This leads to the restriction β < β 1 .
IV. SYNTHESIS
In this section we set up a design procedure starting from the following given parameters:
• N -number of list elements, N ≥ 3;
• K ∈ 1, N − 1 -the number of ranks of largest elements of D;
• T p -the stopping time for the transient process;
• m -the amplifier output saturation amplitude;
• C -total ground capacity per cell. The mentioned parameters d max , p, ξ, G and M are computed as follows:
where M 1 and M 2 have the expressions in (9) and (10). These formulae are derived from the restrictions in Theorem 1 in a manner described briefly below.
Due to (13) we take p = S ad max 2m where S > 1 will be precised later. With this,
. With this value of β, and with p above, we compute F , λ 1 and λ 2 in (15). It can be proven that for z < N − 1 N + 1 and s ≤ 1 − z we have λ 2 > λ 1 . Thus λ > λ 2 and choosing S = 1 − z a and s = 1 − z we get G = mλ > mλ 2 = G min i.e. (20) .
we get (17) .
we immediately show that ξ = mg
V. COMMENTS AND NUMERICAL TESTS
The formulae (17)- (23) show:
• the minimum gain of amplifiers depends on N and z only, increasing with N 2 and decreasing with list separation z. The gain is influenced neither by T p -the processing time, nor by K, m and C.
• the interconnection conductance p min increases for shorter times T p and smaller separation z. It does not depend on K or m.
• let us take
The bias current is the only parameter depending on the number of winners K: K < N 2 means M < 0 and K > N 2
gives M > 0. The size |M | has a minimum value of d max 2 for K = N/2 and increases both sides for K ̸ = N/2, especially for small separations z.
• it is clear that the (17)-(23) recipe can lead to optimal performances if proper combinations of parameters are chosen. Let's consider a numerical example with the given parameters are in Table I -left side. The incoming list we use is given by
With K = 40, the largest elements are
By using the formulae (17)- (23) we compute the parameters in Table I -right side and with u i (0) = 0, i ∈ 1, 100 we solve (MATLAB ODE113) the dynamic system (1). Cutting the dynamic evolution at T p = 1µs we read the v i (t) voltages above +ξ and those below −ξ. Table I . The result of processing (read at T p ) gives 39 winners instead of 40. Thus the KW T A machine gives a wrong result. Similarly, we modify in turn p, M and G (keeping all others) and each time the selection is wrong - Table II . This shows that our recipe (17) - (23) gives good bounds for the correct computed parameters.
VI. CONCLUSION
Simple formulae to synthesize a KW T A network with a recurrent structure were given and checked by numerical tests. They allow a flexible design for good performances.
